We show that there is no 1-ended, planar, hyperbolic graph such that the stabilizer of one of its hyperbolic boundary points acts transitively on the vertices of the graph. This gives a partial answer to a question by Kaimanovich and Woess.
Introduction
In [12] , Woess asked for a classification of the multi-ended locally finite graphs such that a subgroup of their automorphism group acts transitively on the vertices and fixes an end. This problem was solved by Möller [10] by showing that these graphs are quasi-isometric to semi-regular trees. For 1-ended graphs the above question makes no sense, however it becomes interesting if one refines the ends by considering some other boundary. Kaimanovich and Woess [9] considered this question with respect to the Gromov-hyperbolic boundary.
As the hyperbolic boundary is a refinement of the ends of a graph, an end that contains a hyperbolic boundary point fixed by a subgroup of the automorphism group of the graph is also fixed by that group. Thus, the situation is solved in the cases where the hyperbolic graph has more than one end by Möller's aforementioned result, and the only case that remains to be discussed is the 1-ended. Thus Kaimanovich and Woess [9] asked: Question 1. [9, Section 6.4] Does there exist a 1-ended locally finite hyperbolic graph G and a group acting transitively on V G and fixing precisely one hyperbolic boundary point?
Perhaps the only known result regarding Question 1 is that, as proved in [13, Section 4 .D], for a finitely generated hyperbolic group, the group itself acts transitively on the vertices of any of its locally finite Cayley graphs but fixes no hyperbolic boundary point.
The main result of this paper is that no graph satisfying the assertion of Question 1 has an embedding into the Euclidean plane. As an intermediate step, we obtain a general result (Lemma 3.2) proving the existence of certain types of automorphisms in a group as in Question 1 that might help prove the general case.
Definitions and basic facts 2.1 Hyperbolic graphs
In this section we define hyperbolic graphs and various related objects. For a more detailed introduction to hyperbolicity, we refer to [1, 4, 6, 7] and [14, Chapter 22 ]. We will use the terminology of [5] .
Let G = (V G, EG) be a graph. A geodesic is a path between two vertices x and y with length d(x, y), i.e. the x − y distance in the graph. The graph G is called δ-hyperbolic for a δ ≥ 0 if it is locally finite and if for every three vertices x, y, z ∈ V G, for every choice of three geodesics π xy , π yz , π zx joining x, y, z in pairs, and for any point ξ on π xy , there is a point on π yz or π zx having distance at most δ to ξ. Note that ξ might be a vertex or an inner point of an edge 1 . We call G hyperbolic if there exists a δ ≥ 0 such that G is δ-hyperbolic.
A ray is a one-way infinite path and a double ray is a two-way infinite path. Two rays are equivalent if for any finite set S of vertices they both lie eventually in the same component of G − S. The equivalence classes of this relation are the ends of G.
A ray or double ray is geodetic if every finite subpath of its is a geodesic. Two geodetic rays π = x 1 x 2 . . . and π ′ = y 1 y 2 . . . are equivalent if for every i ∈ N there is an M ∈ N such that lim inf n→∞ d(x i+n , π ′ ) ≤ M . It is wellknown, see for example [14, (22.12) ], that this defines an equivalence relation.
A hyperbolic boundary point is an equivalence class of geodetic rays and the hyperbolic boundary ∂G is the set of hyperbolic boundary points. Let G denote G ∪ ∂G.
By [6, Proposition 7.2.9], we can equip G with a topology such that it is a compact space and such that every geodetic ray converges to the hyperbolic boundary point it is contained in.
Proposition 2.1 guarantees that we always find geodetic (double) rays with certain properties. 
for all but finitely many n. 
Planar graphs
A graph is planar if it admits an embedding, as a 1-complex, into the Euclidean plane. Such embeddings are called planar embeddings.
An embedding of G is called consistent if, intuitively, it embeds every vertex in a similar way in the sense that the group action carries faces to faces. Let us make this more precise. Given an embedding σ of a graph G, we consider for every vertex x the embedding of the edges incident with x, and define the spin of x to be the cyclic order of the set {xy | y ∈ N (x)} in which xy 1 is a successor of xy 2 whenever the edge xy 2 comes immediately after the edge xy 1 as we move clockwise around x.
Call an automorphism α of G spin-preserving if for every x ∈ V G the spin of xα is the image of the spin of x in σ. Call it spin-reversing if for every x ∈ V G the spin of xα is the reverse of the image of the spin of x in σ. Call an automorphism consistent if it is spin-preserving or spin-reversing in σ. Finally, call the embedding σ consistent if every automorphism of G is consistent in σ.
It is straightforward to check that σ is consistent if and only if every automorphism of G maps every facial path to a facial path. Thus the following classical result, proved by Whitney [11, Theorem 11] for finite graphs and by Imrich [8] for infinite ones, implies that all planar embeddings of a 3-connected transitive graph are consistent. We deduce from Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.5 that every transitive planar graph with precisely one end has a consistent embedding in the Euclidean plane. This means that for every transitive planar 1-ended graph G there are only two possibilities for the spin, one of which is the reverse of the other, such that every vertex of G has one of these two spins.
Proof of the main theorem
We shall prove that every planar hyperbolic graph answers Question 1 in the negative. Before we directly attack the question in the situation of planar graphs, we prove a general lemma (Lemma 3.2) which might help to give a negative answer to the question in the general case.
Let us recall the notions of elliptic and hyperbolic automorphisms. Let G be a hyperbolic graph.
(i) An automorphism of G is called elliptic if it fixes a finite set of vertices.
(ii) An automorphism α of G is called hyperbolic if it is not elliptic and fixes precisely two boundary points η, ξ and if (xα n ) n∈N converges to η and (xα −n ) n∈N converges to ξ for every x ∈ V G.
If α is a hyperbolic automorphism, then we call the boundary point to which all the sequences (xα n ), x ∈ V G, converge the direction of α. We now show the existence of certain elliptic and hyperbolic elements. (ii) There exists a non-trivial elliptic element in Γ that fixes a vertex of G.
(iii) There exist two non-trivial distinct elliptic elements in Γ whose product is also non-trivial and elliptic and such that all these three automorphisms fix a common vertex of G.
Proof.
To prove (i) let x, y lie on a common geodetic double ray π as in the assertion with d(x, y) = 2δ + d for a d > 0 such that x separates y from ω on π. Let π y be the subray of π that starts at y and converges to ω. As Γ acts transitively on G, there is an automorphism α ∈ Γ with xα = y. Lemma 3.1 tells us that α is either hyperbolic or elliptic. Let us suppose, for a contradiction, that α is elliptic. Then the orbit of x under α is finite. Let n > 0 be minimal with xα n = x. We consider the rays π y α i with i = 0, . . . , n. Each of these rays converges to ω and contains the vertices xα i+1 and xα i+2 . As G is δ-hyperbolic, there is a vertex z 1 on π y α with d(x, z 1 ) ≤ δ. Since d(x, xα) = 2δ + d, the inequality d(x, z 1 ) ≤ δ implies d(xα, z 1 ) ≥ δ + d. So x has distance at most δ to a vertex on π y α whose distance to xα 2 is at least 3δ + 2d. Then there is a vertex z 2 on π y α 2 with distance at most δ to z 1 . We have
n lies in an (nδ)-neighborhood of a vertex z n on π y α n whose distance on that ray to xα n+1 = xα is at least δ + (n + 1)(δ + d). But the inequality d(z n , xα) ≥ δ + (n + 1)(δ + d) implies d(z n−1 , x) ≥ n(δ + d) which is impossible. Hence, α has to be hyperbolic, contradicting our assumption.
For the proof of (ii), let α 0 be a hyperbolic element in Γ. Then α 0 fixes ω and precisely one further boundary point η 0 . We assume that the direction of α 0 is η 0 . For any x 0 ∈ V G, there are constants c 1 ≥ 1, c 2 ≥ 0 such that the vertices x 0 α i 0 , i ∈ Z, lie on a (c 1 , c 2 )-quasi-geodetic double ray π 0 by Proposition 2.4. Note that c 1 and c 2 depend only on δ and d(x 0 , x 0 α 0 ).
We are now going to construct a sequence (x i ) i∈N of vertices in G, a sequence (π i ) i∈N of (c 1 , c 2 )-quasi-geodetic double rays, a sequence (η i ) i∈N of hyperbolic boundary points, a sequence (α i ) i∈N of hyperbolic elements of Γ, and a sequence (β i ) i∈N of automorphisms of G such that the orbit of x i under α i lies on π i , such that the subrays of π i converge either to ω or to η i , such that η i is the direction of α i , and such that x i has distance more than 2κ to all π j with j < i. For this, let κ = κ(δ, c 1 , c 2 ) be the constant from Proposition 2.3, that is, every (c 1 , c 2 )-quasi-geodesic lies in a κ-neighborhood of a geodesic with the same endpoints and vice versa. Let x 1 ∈ V G with d(x 1 , π 0 ) > 2κ and let β 1 ∈ Γ with x 0 β 1 = x 1 . Then π 1 := π 0 β 1 cannot lie 2κ-close to a geodetic double ray between ω and η 0 . Thus, we have η 1 := η 0 β 1 = η 0 . Since α 0 is a hyperbolic element, so is α 1 := β −1 1 α 0 β 1 . Continuing like this we obtain the sequences as desired. Among the automorphisms α i and α
−1 i
we shall find a pair the product of which is non-trivial, elliptic, and fixes some vertex as required by the assertion.
Consider an infinite sequence (B i ) i∈N of balls of radius 2κ around elements of π 0 that converge to ω. Since Γ acts transitively on V G, there is a finite number n such that each of these balls consists of n vertices. As the number of the quasigeodetic double rays with non-trivial intersection with B i increases with i and tends to infinity, there is a ball B m such that some vertex b ∈ B m lies on two distinct double rays π i , π j with i = j. Since d(x k , x k α k ) = d(x 0 , x 0 α 0 ) for all k ∈ N and since all balls of radius d(x 0 , x 0 α 0 ) have the same number of vertices, we may even assume that bα It remains to prove (iii). We continue with the same notation as in the proof of (ii). Let γ := α −1 i α j be the elliptic element we constructed in the proof of (ii). Then, for each k ∈ N, γ k := α k γα −k is an elliptic element that is not trivial but acts trivially on bα −k . By a similar argument as above, we shall find two automorphisms of the γ k and γ −1 k that will satisfy together with their product the assertion (iii). Each elliptic element γ k has to act on the set of (c 1 , c 2 )-quasi-geodetic rays from bα −k to ω. Let us consider the sequence of balls (D k ) k∈N with center bα −k and radius 2κ. Like in the proof of (ii), there is an m ∈ Z such that two distinct γ k , γ l , with k = l, both fix a vertex y ∈ D m . Then γ −1 k γ l also fixes y and it is again non-trivial because γ k = γ l . Hence γ
With this information about hyperbolic and elliptic elements in automorphism groups of hyperbolic graphs we can now prove our main result. Proof. Let us suppose, seeking for a contradiction, that there is a planar 1-ended hyperbolic graph G and a subgroup Γ of Aut(G) acting transitively on V G and fixing a hyperbolic boundary point ω. Let δ be the hyperbolicity constant of G as above, and let d be the degree of some, and hence any vertex of G. Then we have d ≥ 3 and, by Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.5, every automorphism in Γ is consistent, either spin-preserving or spin-reversing. Let uvw be a 3-vertex subpath of a path P . We say that a vertex x ∈ N (v) \ {u, w} lies to the right of P if in the spin of v we have vx between vw and vu. If x does not lie to the right of P then it lies to the left of P . By Lemma 3.2 there is a non-trivial elliptic element ϕ ∈ Γ. If all non-trivial elliptic automorphisms are spin-reversing, then this is a direct contradiction to Lemma 3.2 (iii) as the product of any two spin-reversing automorphisms has to be spin-preserving. Thus, we may assume that ϕ is spin-preserving.
Let y be a vertex with yϕ = y. As ϕ is elliptic, there is a minimal n ∈ N such that yϕ n = y. For all i = 0, . . . , n − 1, let g i be a geodesic from y i := yϕ i to y i+1 such that g i ϕ = g i+1 and let π i be a geodetic ray from yϕ i converging to ω such that π i ϕ = π i+1 . Then C := g 0 . . . g n−1 is a cycle of length n · l(g 0 ). We distinguish two cases that will both lead to a contradiction: either π i and π i+1 intersect infinitely often or not.
Let us first consider the case that they have only finitely many common vertices. By choosing some other vertex y ′ on π 0 instead of y we may assume that the corresponding rays y i π i and y i+1 π i+1 have no common vertex. In this situation, we shall show that any hyperbolic boundary point but ω is separated from ω by some finite cycle, which is impossible as G has precisely one end.
For every vertex on π 0 with distance larger than l(g 0 ) + δ to y 0 there is a vertex on π 1 of distance at most δ. We fix a geodesic between each such two vertices whose intersection with π 0 , π 1 , respectively, is a connected subpath. If we consider an infinite sequence (z i ) i∈N of vertices of π 0 with strictly increasing distance to y 0 , then either there are two infinite subsequences such that the chosen geodesics for one of them always lie to the right of π 0 for each vertex and for the other sequence always to the left of π 0 , or the geodesics for all but finitely many lie to the same side, say to the right of π 0 . If the first of these two situations occurs, then any geodetic ray either is equivalent to π 0 -and hence converges to ω-or is separated by some finite cycle from ω, which is impossible as G is 1-ended. Thus, we may assume that all the above described geodesics lie eventually to the right of π 0 . Let V 0 be a subset of V G consisting of all the vertices from the paths π 0 , π 1 , g 0 and from all the paths from π 0 whose first vertex lies to the right of π 0 and that has only vertices not in π 0 ∪ π 1 ∪ g 0 except for its first vertex. This means that V 0 consists of all those vertices of G that are separated in the plane by π 0 ∪ π 1 ∪ g 0 from any vertex that lies to the right of π 1 . Then any ray in G[V 0 ] has to converge to ω. Similarly we find V 1 , . . . , V n−1 , always taking the vertices to the right of π i to obtain V i , because ϕ is spin-preserving. We conclude that any other hyperbolic boundary point is separated from ω by C, which is impossible since G has precisely one end.
Thus, the only case left is that π 0 and π 1 have infinitely many common vertices. By Proposition 2.2, there is a k ∈ N such that for all but finitely many vertices x on π 0 we have d(x, xϕ) ≤ k + 2δ. Again we distinguish two cases: either π 0 − π 1 contains infinitely many vertices or only finitely many. Let us first suppose that there are infinitely many vertices in π 0 − π 1 . Let (x i ) i∈N be a sequence of pairwise distinct vertices on π 0 ∩ π 1 such that the predecessor of x i on π 0 does not lie on π 1 and such that the predecessor of x i on π 1 lies always to the same side of π 0 at the vertex x i , say to the right. Then there is an M ∈ N such that we have for all i ≥ M that C i := x i π 1 x i ϕπ 2 . . . x i ϕ n−1 π 0 x i is a cycle separating C from ω. The inequality d(x, xϕ) ≤ k + 2δ immediately implies that all these cycles have length at most 2n(k + 2δ) because of d(x i , x i ϕ n−1 ) ≤ n(k + 2δ). Now consider the ball B with center x 1 and radius 2n(k + 2δ). As G is locally finite, G − B has only finitely many components and precisely one of them is infinite because G is 1-ended. Let N denote the number of vertices in finite components of G − B. Then we look at any ball B ′ with center x i for an i > N + 2n(k + 2δ) + 1 and radius 2n(k + 2δ). Again, G − B ′ has only one infinite component and the number of vertices in the finite components of G − B ′ is precisely N by the transitivity of G. But because of C i ⊆ B ′ , the component A that contains x 1 is finite. Since π 0 is geodetic, A contains all x j with j ≤ N + 1, so there are at least N + 1 vertices in finite components of G − B ′ which is a contradiction to the transitivity of Γ on G. Thus, the only remaining case is when there are only finitely many vertices in π 0 − π 1 . By replacing y by another suitable vertex on π 0 , we may assume that all the vertices of π 0 lie on π 1 or vice versa. But then either π n = y 0 π n y n−1 . . . y 1 π 1 y 0 π 0 or π 0 = y 0 π 0 y 1 π 1 . . . y n−1 π n−1 y 0 π n contains a cycle and so it cannot be a geodetic ray, contrary to our assumption. This completes the proof.
